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Duffy, James E.  Auto body repair technology / 
James E. Duffy. - 6th ed. - Australia : Cengage 
Learning, 2016. - xviii., 1070 pages : color 
illustrations ; 28 cm. - Features material 
reflecting the automotive technology and 
industry best practices. In addition to 
incorporating NATEF Collision Repair and 
Refinish Program Standards and Task Lists, this 
book provides information on working with 
hybrid and electric vehicles, using 
environmentally friendly water-based paints, and 
other methods and materials. - Includes index. 
        Introduction -- Estimating -- Minor repairs -
- Major body/frame repairs -- Mechanical and 
electrical repairs -- Refinishing -- Collision repair 
professionalism. 
        ISBN 9781133702856.  

 

 

 

Beaty, Jonathan.  Auto body repair    
technology / Jonathan Beaty. - 7. - Boston 
: Cengage, 2020. - pages cm. 
        ISBN 9780357139790 



 

 

Joseph, Matt, 1944-.  Automotive bodywork and rust 
repair / Matt Joseph. - North Branch, MN : CarTech, 
c2009. - 160 p. : col. ill. ; 28 cm. - (S-A design). 
(Workbench series). - "Workbench how-to"--Cover. . - 
"SA166"--Cover. 
        ISBN 9781932494976 (pbk.) 

 

Fernandes, Ryson.  Auto Spray Paint Learning : step 
by step guide on how to do spray painting. - Great 
Britain : by Amazon, 2019. - 154 lpp. : ilustrācijas, 
fotogrāfijas. 
        Compressors ; Tools ; Types of sand papers and 
its uses ; Spray guns ; Understanding paint system ; 
Preparing your surface for painting ...[u.c.]. 
        ISBN 9781696509503. 

 

 



 

 

Parks, Dennis, 1959-.  The complete guide to auto 
body repair / Dennis W. Parks. - Minneapolis : 
Motorbooks, 2008. - 191 p. : ill. (some col.) ; 27 cm. 
- (Motorbooks workshop). - Includes index. 
        ISBN 9780760332788 (pbk.) 

 

 

Thacker, Tony, 1949-.  How to Paint Muscle Cars & 
Show Cars Like a Pro / Tony Thacker with Mick 
Jenkins. - Forest Lake, MN : CarTech Books, [2018]. 
- 144 pages : color illustrations ; 28 cm. - Includes 
bibliographical references. - "This books explains 
how to paint muscle cars in the manner of a 
professional."--Provided by publisher. 
        Make a plan -- Tools and equipment: -- Buy the 
right car -- Tear down make a start: -- Panel debate: 
replace or repair -- Lead or Bondo? -- Metal 
preparation -- Paint products -- Get ready, squirt -- 
Primers and priming -- Paint application -- Custom 
finishes -- Out of sight, but not out of mind -- Color 
sanding -- Assembly what's on first? -- 
Protectionism. 
        ISBN 9781613254134. 

 

 



 

Keyhani, Ali, 1942-.  Design of smart power grid 
renewable energy systems / Ali Keyhani. - Third 
edition. - Hoboken, NJ : Wiley, 2020. - pages cm. - 
Includes bibliographical references and index. 
        Energy and civilization -- Power grids -- Modeling 
of converters in power grid distributed generation 
systems -- Smart power grid systems -- Solar energy 
systems -- Microgrid wind energy systems -- Load flow 
analysis of power grids and microgrids -- Power grid 
and microgrid fault studies -- Smart devices and energy 
efficient monitoring systems -- Load estimation and 
classification -- Energy saving and cost estimation of 
incandescent and light emitting diodes (led) -- 
Appendices. 
        ISBN 9781119573326 (hardback). 

 

 

 

 

Dunlap, R. A.(Richard A.).  Sustainable energy / 
Richard A. Dunlap. - Second edition, SI edition. - 
Boston, MA : Cengage, 2019. , ©2019. - xvii, 680, 
[20] lpp. : ilustrācijas ; 26 cm. - Ietver bibliogrāfiju 
un rādītāju. 
        ISBN 9781337551670.  



 

 

 

Parks, Dennis, 1959-.  How to paint your car / by 
Dennis W. Parks. - Revised & updated. - Minneapolis : 
Motorbooks, 2013. - 188 pages : illustrations (chiefly 
color) ; 28 cm. - (Motorbooks workshop). - " How to 
Paint Your Car reveals the techniques, tricks, and 
technology behind automotive painting through 400 
color photos, clear captions, detailed text, and step-by-
step how-to sequences. You'll learn the latest 
information about paint chemistry, waterborne paints, 
spray guns, body fillers, surface prep, site prep, as well 
as respirators and other safety gear that every 
automotive painter must know. With step-by-step detail, 
you'll learn how to properly prepare your car for paint 
work, including minor bodywork, surface preparation, 
rust removal, masking, priming and final coating. How 
to Paint Your Car also includes information about 
custom touches and effects as well as how to care for 
your paint after application, including information on 
buffing compounds, waxes, and other care products. 
Everything you need to know to feel comfortable and 
confident in undertaking your own paint project, 
whether a touch-up job or a complete respray, is 
covered in How to Paint Your Car. "--. . - "Dennis 
Parks' updated edition of How To Paint Your Car 
features comprehensive guidance on every aspect of 
automotive painting and exterior upkeep. A verteran 
Motorbooks author, Parks walks readers through 
everything they need to know, from primer to paint, 
tools and materials, and much more"--. 
        ISBN 9780760343883 (pbk.). 

 


